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Marketing Mastery Program – Module 4
TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING

Is Traditional Advertising Dead?
This module will build your awareness about traditional advertising without getting lost,
spending too much money on dead end tactics, or getting scared about losing your marketing
dollars. Some digital/internet marketers want to “do away” with traditional advertising
altogether, claiming that it is dead. They say it’s the “tried and failed” method of advertising.
The thing is—they’re wrong!
Traditional marketing has a well-established method of best practices and strategies that have
succeeded and worked well – so in that sense, they are in fact “tried and true!” Contrary to
what some may say, traditional marketing is NOT dead. In fact—traditional marketing has wellestablished methods, best practices and strategies that make it “tried and true.” The key as
business owners lies in being aware be aware of the changes in marketing, consumer behavior,
and how technology is driving those changes to be effective with it.
In Module Two we went through Campaign Components, fundamentals; and provided you with
principles and tools that will be front and center when choosing a traditional advertising
campaign.
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What is Advertising?
Advertising in the simplest terms is any form of mass communication. Traditional advertising
consists of methods of communication that proceeded the internet marketing era. A few
examples of traditional advertising vehicles you can choose from are:






Billboards/Outdoor Advertising
Magazines
Press Releases
Radio
Structured Strategic Alliances







Direct Mail
Newspapers
Print Directories
Seminars/Events
Sponsorships
and many more…

While the internet is changing the face of advertising; fewer companies are choosing to use
traditional advertising. The result of this shift is that this leaves a less competitive area in which
to advertise. In order to capitalize on the traditional advertising market, it must be done
effectively. Using traditional advertising means including landing pages on your website that
support your Ads, allows you to take advantage of both forms of advertising and track and
measure the performance of an Ad.

Why Advertise?
We advertise to attract customers (new, existing or past) and to grow our business. It is the
process of how we advertise that make us stand out against our competitors. Advertising is
about moving the suspect, prospect, client or past clients through a sales cycle while educating
them about the benefits of your core products or services, and explain how those products and
services fit into your customers lives or make their lives easier or better.
Once you have attracted customers and they have called or visited your shop, you must ensure
that your business practices and customer service promote satisfaction to the extent that those
customers will become loyal clients and in turn refer you to their friends and family. Word of
mouth is priceless.
Your target audience is being exposed to 3k to 5k advertising messages a day! (Depending on
whom you ask) and they have a lot of ads and messages vying for their attention. This is why
you should provide direct responsive style advertising and make the message focused and
targeted to a specific client type. Direct Response lets the prospect know what to do NEXT!
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In order to capitalize on the residual benefits that your advertising dollars can bring; you
must be marketing with the intent of building a list of prospects and customers. By doing this,
you will be able to remarket to that list in the future at MUCH lower costs and avoid spending
mass amounts of time and advertising dollars to repeat the process.

There are a few key steps to Traditional advertising.
In Module # 2 we went through Campaign Components and many of them are in play again in
this module
STEP # 1 – What is the intent of the advertising—that is—what is the reason you are spending
your hard earned money?
 Is it to sell one of your core products or services, move excess or old inventory, or
launch a new product line?
 Is it to create immediate sales – for this you need to know your numbers (conversion
rate, average sale value, margins etc.)
 Or incremental sale - as you don’t want to cut into sales that you would have already
gotten.
 Is it to create & bring in NEW customers? Or to reach out to your existing and past
clients.
STEP # 2 – TOUCH POINTS (Module # 2) what is the sales process the suspect, prospect,
existing client or past client is going to go through?
 After the person reads the ad, what do you want them to do next?
 If it is Educational based – where do they go next to learn more: The 4 keys to growing
your business with ease……?
 Website landing page, YouTube video, Webinar, Free report articles, brochure emailed,
mailed etc… people want more convenient access to information without pressure –
what can you provide to get ahead and stay ahead of your competitors?

STEP # 3 - how are you measuring and tracking the results
STEP # 4 – Marketing Blueprint (Module # 1- Creating Your USP) Define & know your USP
(Unique Selling Proposition) for the product or service you are focusing your advertising on
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STEP # 5 – Communicate your single focus on the core product or service.
Traditional advertising should allow you to go after a target audience and can also allow you,
depending on the vehicle you are using, target a specific geographic trading zone. With
Traditional Advertising there are many different types of customer-oriented promotions you
can use to create the call to action, here a few examples:
 Samples: bring in this ad to get a FREE? What products do you have that has a low unit
cost of goods, but a perceived high value - so samples don’t cost much
 Coupons: This is on the decline somewhat but still works, but be aware that they focus
on people who are primarily price sensitive, and will be used less by those who are
more service oriented. Coupons require short expiry dates so that there is a quick spike
in activity and a sense of urgency associated with the coupon.
 Add on(s) Premiums: this is providing a percentage or dollar figure off, or offers
something for FREE or an extra incentive if you buy a certain product or service.
 Contests: Like us on Facebook to enter a contest to win …..
 Rebate: Usually associated with a supplier or manufacturer's rebate – buy this and mail
in a rebate form to get $x dollars off.
 Frequency Program – or loyalty program, growing in popularity, widely accepted. A
coffee card or car oil change card, buy 6 and get the 7th for FREE
 Event based - a theme or an activity, closing the store to invite the regular clients in to a
big sale first? A FREE night of canapés and wine service to Christmas party organizers to
check out what their Christmas (holiday season) party would consist of.

Promotional DON’T’S:






Don’t do promotions that reward sales you were already going to get
Don’t advertise outside your trading area
Don’t focus on PRICE; focus on your USP (unique selling proposition).
Don’t run too many promotions at once. You’ll confuse your customers and your team.
Don’t run a promo when you are in your busy season and at peak sales potential

Promotional MUST(s)
 TRAIN staff to sell the promotion
 Timing—be ready to advertise
 Budget for the promo and track and measure the results (# of leads and sales)
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The 4 P’s of Advertising
Product – choose a product and/or service that appeals to the 20% of clients that bring in 80%
of your revenue.
Price – make this your USP (unique selling proposition) – do not compete on price.
Promotion – the advertising media/vehicle you choose.
Placement – how your customers access your products/services, information and education
about your product / services = landing pages on YOUR website, E-Mails, in-house flyers,
brochures etc. that can be handed out or mailed.
Understanding Your Trading Zone
You need to choose media that advertises to customers within your trading zone. In other
words—the area from which you draw your customers. If you are in a large metropolitan area,
your trading zone is probably a small pocket not far from your location. In a rural area or small
town your customers will be willing to travel further to get to your store. Advantage is normally
weighted to convenience, so be aware of this, focus on the low hanging fruit, your circle of
influence within your trading zone.
This is KEY for a brick and mortar location, to know this, you can advertise in a small area
targeting your client base – making the advertising affordable and effective. Some media are
not able to get to the customers who live and work in your trading zone, so choose media that
will target, attract and advertise in your trading zone.
NOTE: Targeting your client base applies to internet marketing as well, same principal.
This is a valuable exercise – focus your advertising, geographically, understanding your trading
zone or area simplifies making good advertising decisions for your business.
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What distance are people willing to travel to buy your product or service and how can you align
this with your advertising? This is NOT blanket advertising to a large area or a perfect circle
around your business location …. This is collecting data, reading the analysis and making
decisions on the FACTS. It is NOT a spray and pray approach.
The size and shape of your trading area will be unique to your business (unless you are an
online business only), if you are in an area with a high concentration of residences or if you are
in an area where it is convenient to your clients during their work day, this will also influence
the size of your trading area.
To determine what that trading zone or area is you will need to look at your historical sales
records. This is where the importance of a good data base comes in, recording your clients
address, postal code and telephone number is vital to mapping your trading zone and much
more. The power of postal codes is available to you to track where the clients are coming from.
This may seem unnecessary and just more work in an extremely busy life – BUT the benefits of
doing this will help you spend less on advertising and be much, much more focused on
attracting your ideal customer.
So where have you captured this data, and if you have not where can you?





Your POS (Point of Sales) system
Your bookkeeping program, Quick Books, Simply Accounting etc.
Using E-Mail marketing platforms: Mail Chimp, Constant Contact, Infusionsoft etc…
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) Software: ACT, Salesforce, BASE, SugarCRM
...
Using your POS (point of Sale) system to gather the information by asking, pull up the clients
profile and get the postal code as bear minimum information so that you can plan better.
In Module 1 you looked at your ideal customer for each core offering – now it is time to look at
where they live and where they work and how this fits geographically into your trading area.
Understanding Destination POINTS - Home, Work, Shopping, destination experience vs. the
online world ……
There are reasons that customers will buy from you within a trading zone for brick and mortar
stores:
 You may be close to their home; if you are close to a residential area, your data analysis
can determine what neighborhoods vs. others are utilizing your services. This is good
for targeting pockets of clients, enabling you to do small, focused and less expensive
advertising.
 You may be close to where they work; if you are located in or near an industrial park or
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an office area your trading zone may be a larger area, more spread out and not as
concentrated.
 You may be a destination experience; e.g. a fine dining restaurant or resort type town,
village – again the data will come from people from a spread out area, so defining where
your trading area is, will NOT stand out.

Mapping Your Trading zone:
The size and shape of your trading zone is unique and there will be influences or barriers worth
noting such as; a lake, a river, highways, railroad tracks – look for these and look for hindrances
and also positive benefits from a customer’s perspective. Is your store/location easily seen? –
visibility vs. off the beaten path. Are you close to major attractions that can naturally give you
exposure?
What are the Attractions: (be clear)
What are the Distractions: (be clear)
Draw a circle around your business location on a map, chances are this will very rarely be a
circle but rather clusters of areas
Growing Your Leads, Data base and your customer base…….
The best part of this module is collecting the data, reading the data allows you to understand
to ask the right questions:
 How many households are you selling to in each postal code over a fiscal year time
frame?
 What are your total sales – revenue volume from each postal code trading area?
 How many households are within the postal code trading area?
 What is the percentage % of households you are selling to within the area code trading
area?
 What is the competition landscape within this trading area?
 What postal codes are you underselling to? = opportunity

Looking for a circle of influence:
Start with your BEST area first and once you have saturated that area, expand to the next area.
The goal is to create an unlimited marketing budget by investing in advertising that returns
more money than it cost by understanding the “cost per customer” vs. the value of an ELP
Estimated Lifetime Customer refer back to Marketing Metrics - Module # 1. STOP falling into
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the trap that I have to advertise and change it to I want to advertise to get THIS ______ Result!

Frequency of Advertising
So how often should you advertise? What will you advertise? And when should you advertise?
These questions have different answers depending on what business you are in. When
choosing a media in which to advertise, you must consider REACH and FREQUENCY.
Reach is the number of people who will see your Ad and Frequency is how many times they will
see it. Both are important, as you want as many people to see your Ad as you can afford and
you also want them to see it often enough that they will remember you when they are ready to
buy.
Getting your name out there?
The next sales rep that comes into to see you and states that you need to just get your name
out there ….ask them, what exactly does that mean? How will that help me? What you need is
advertising that drives traffic to your website, telephone or store and creates leads……
This data will provide you with clear cut answers as to if the advertising is a good deal or NOT.
The advertising may turn out to be more expense that you thought ….. and now you have a
strong position to offer or at the very least ask for – what is the least price I can advertise for
within the sales persons product they are offering you, so that you can get in more leads,
collect the data and convert to sales.
Compare the different vehicles against each other from a cost perspective first and then after
the Ad runs, on the results. This is how you run your advertising campaigns. When you find a
campaign that works repeat it, tweak it and look for another campaign – the idea is to have 5 to
7 lead generating advertising campaigns running, each focusing on a single product or service,
so that you are building leads, collecting data and measuring how many convert to sales.
NOTE: Test the advertising vehicle first on a small scale when possible, also test headlines and
offers to work out what is working best before committing to a major advertising campaign.
Google Adwords is great place to test headlines and then use in your traditional type
advertising.
Ask your media sales rep the questions: they have the numbers as this is how they justify the
amount of potential customer they reach.
 How does your Media OPTION reach my target audience and my trading zone?
 What is YOUR total audience reach and how many within that reach is my target
audience?
 What percentage of your circulation numbers are my target audience?
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 What percentage of your geographic delivery area is within my trading zone?
The reason most business owners advertise is because they feel they have to? Let’s change this
to, “I want to and I want to get in more leads, collect the data and measure the sales and track
the profits”!
Heavy Copy vs. Light Copy
If you need to tell a detailed story, use media that suits, such as direct mail or newspapers.
Radio and magazines aren’t usually suitable for long copy. Radio spots are too short for a story
and people are unlikely to read long Ads in a magazine unless it is a good educational style
copy. The general rule is that less is more; tell your story in the least amount of words and
chances are that the Ad will be read. Remember the goal is to get their attention, build their
interest and desire, then ask them to do something (call a phone number, visit a website etc.)
as in AIDA.
Targeted Advertising
Remember back in Module #1, where you worked on who, your “Ideal Customer” was? We
would like to stress again the importance of your Ideal Customer. Trying to advertise and
attract everyone just doesn’t work. Your advertising must be focused and focused on those
clients and prospects that have a need and will most likely buy what you are offering.

Types of Traditional Advertising
1. Billboards (Outdoor)
Outdoor advertising covers such a wide Varity of options.
Highway Signs
Stadium, Signage / Arena Boards
Cab/Bus/ Transit advertising
Mobile billboard advertising
In-store advertising
Mall Advertising
Airport advertising
Ads I Restaurant washrooms
And countless others
Location. Location, Location …..
The best thing about this advertising is you are displayed loud and proud and it is right out
there in the market place and to potentially a lot of suspects. If your business is off the beaten
path or hard to find, then this is a resource for you. You can run annual contracts and this will
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help you be found. A simple directional billboard sign can provide a huge impact and traffic to
your business. What is required is VERY short copy, as it needs to be INSTANTLY memorable.
The location – you need to physical look at before signing as there are many obstructions that
can hinder the effectiveness and if you are buying exposure make sure there is NOT something
blocking the billboard that effects is only getting seen 50% or 25% of the time. In addition
make sure it is light as this too has a cause and effect of its exposure.
Advantages:
Exposure –
Frequency
Timelessness
Location specific
Disadvantages:
Images
Copy limitations
Cost to change per promotion
Branding style Marketing

Consider location exposure and competition when deciding on outdoor placements. See the
BMW ad? Look to the left. This ad is in direct response to a competitor ad on the same street.
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2. Direct Mail
More than any other form of advertising, direct mail has the most advertising dollars spent on
it. It is also the most expensive form of advertising in Cost per Thousand. Many of us consider
this type of advertising as “Junk Mail” and toss it, but it does have some advantages that make
it effective. “Lumpy Mail” something other than paper has a good open rate and a follow up
telephone call after the marketing goes out will improve the response rate.
An important part of a direct mail campaign is the mailing list you use. Because of the high cost,
your mailing list should contain precise, targeted prospects, (your Ideal Customer) Use the
“Best Buyer Concept”: it is cheaper to market to a small number of ideal customers than to
market to all buyers. Decide who your ideal customer is for that particular product or service
that you are advertising, how often (frequency) you should advertise and then when you get a
response FOLLOW-UP.
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Advantages
● High selectivity
● Reader controlled exposure
● High information content
● Opportunity for repeat exposure
Disadvantages
● High cost
● Poor image (junk mail)
● Clutter
Note: There are associated costs with Direct Mail that must be taken into consideration when
budgeting:
● Lay-out and Design
● Images, photos required
● Printing costs
● Your Labour/ time (first one takes a whole lot more than the 3, 7 or 10 th)
● Collating and stuffing
● Postage

Here is a “Lumpy Mail” example from a local bank which sent prospects an air horn in the mail.
See next page for the letter which was sent with the package…
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3. Magazines
Magazines, especially local ones, can be a great way to advertise and offer a unique method of
advertising. If the readership is high enough it can be effective. Thousands of people purchase
magazines both by subscription and from newsstands. There are magazines available for just
about any topic, making it easy to advertise where your target market are reading.
Advantages
● Segmentation potential
● Quality reproduction
● High information content
● Longevity
● Multiple readers
Disadvantages
● Long lead time for Ad placement
● Visual only
● Non-flexible
CPM=cost of ad/circulation number x 1000

Magazine Ad - Starbocks
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4. Newspapers
Newspapers are a time-honoured way of advertising and have been used successfully from as
early as the 1600’s, when an advertisement appeared on the back page of a London newspaper.
It is one of the most effective ways of delivering a message to your target market.
When done effectively, newspaper advertising can deliver great results.
Some things to consider when placing an Ad in a newspaper are:
● Does the newspaper cover a large metropolitan area?
● Is it a local, community newspaper?
● Can you buy (ROP) Run of Press Ads that are printed in the actual newspaper or Inserts
that appear as loose pages within the newspaper?
Newspapers that cover large Metropolitan areas often include communities in the surrounding
area. Your trading zone may only cover a portion of that Metro area or be in the surrounding
communities. In this case you can probably buy an Ad in one of their regional inserts, making
better economic sense for your business. There are other choices to consider when advertising
in a newspaper, should you advertise in the weekday papers or on the weekend? Weekday Ads
are cheaper but a Sunday paper has a wider readership, as people have time to sit and read.
The next thing to consider is, which section should you advertise in? Who is in your
demographics, is it mainly men, women or teens etc.? This will depend on what your products
and services are. You then choose a section that those customers are most likely to read.
Advantages:
● High Coverage Area
● Low cost for the amount of coverage
● Timely – you can advertise continuously, daily, weekly, monthly etc. and negotiated
better rates… or a series of short bursts with breaks in between.
● Can be used for discount coupons
Disadvantages:
● Short life
● Low attention getting
● Poor reproduction quality
● Selective reader exposure / sectioned readership
To calculate the CPM – cost of ad/circulation# x 1000
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5. Press Releases
A press release is an official announcement or account of a news item circulated to the press.
Journalists read this announcement or news item, looking for a story, something that is
creative, news worthy and sometimes a little controversial. They take on what you started and
they write an article about it and have it published; and best of all it’s FREE.
Now when I say FREE, that is not completely true, your time has value and you have to take
time to put the press release together. The way in which you prepare the announcement or
news item, will have a direct impact on whether a journalist will write about it. Using the same
writing style as Journalist’s, will give you a better chance of being selected; it is called the
Inverted Pyramid and here is an example:
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Here is the process:
● Company LOGO letter head at the top of a one page word doc.
● Title under the logo is MEDIA RELEASE, add the date and label it “for immediate
release”
● HEADLINE
● First Paragraph – “The Lead” – the most important information about the release, who?
What? Where? When? Why? How? Approximately 30 words (1 or 2 thin paragraphs)
and may include a “hook” (provocative quote or question)
● Second Paragraph – “The Body”- the crucial information, argument, background,
details, logic etc. Includes any quotes, photos, video and audio that support, dispute or
expand the topic.
● Third & Fourth Paragraphs – “The Tail”- this includes any extra information that is
interesting or related items and may include extra context in blogs, columns or other
editorials.
● Bottom Footer “Media Enquiries” – put your contact information here Name, Address,
Telephone, E-Mail and Website (include afterhours number)
● NOTE – this is all on one page of a word doc 8.5 x 11 only
● Send this out to the newspaper and then follow-up within 48 hours with a telephone
call or E-Mail – if your story is valuable and newsworthy, it makes it a HOT lead for the
journalists. Do a second follow-up 1 week later.
● When they call you, timing is important – they are on deadlines
● Be ready with more material – brochures, photos, images and customer testimonials
etc….
Advantages:
● FREE marketing
● Published and re-written by a journalist of the media
● Builds credibility for your business and you within your industry
Disadvantages:
● Short life
● Cost for your time needs to be considered
● Journalist or media outlets get 100s of stories submitted
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6. Print Directories
Yellow Pages
Is Yellow pages done? Or is it still tried and true? Can you track and measure yellow pages?
The great thing is, you can create Direct Response Ads for Yellow Pages that can be tracked and
measured ….. Have I got your attention? Please refer to the workbook “Online Directories” for
more information on this subject. Yellow Pages and other online directories still have a place
for most business owners, but you do need to understand the NEW landscape – This is a great
module, enjoy.

7. Radio
Radio has many advantages for advertisers. Radio stations have loyal listeners, exposing them
often to the Ad, local coverage, which takes care of your trading zone, low cost, high frequency
and flexibility, you can choose a suitable time for your Ad to run and choose a station that
attracts the audience age that fits your demographics.
This type of advertising builds a mental picture and then gets the listener to take action – direct
response marketing – they are encouraged to access your website where they click on an image
that will take them to a landing page, repeating the Ad and telling them more about the promo,
or feature as here on the landing page you have the freedom to create copy to SELL, the
product or service features and benefits. You can also provide information and education based
marketing that you learned about in Module #2.
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Advantages:
● Local coverage
● You need much high frequency
● Flexible – run with promotion
● Timely - you can start and stop as needed
● Demographics are defined, so understanding the segment of listening audience is
established
Disadvantages:
● Audio only
● Ads are compressed so can seem cluttered
● Low attention getting – so need frequency
● Selective reader exposure
Cumulative audience – how many listeners there are, at a given time per day?
Cost per spot
When considering radio advertising you will need to calculate the CPM (cost per thousand).
CPM=cost per spot/cumulative audience x 1000.
Radio Ad Examples – Click the Icon to play

- Radio Ad – Breathsavers – Smelly Words

- Radio Ad – Netflix

- Radio Ad – McDonald’s – Function Brain
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8. Seminars / Events
Covered in Module 5

9. Structure Strategic Alliances
Covered in Module 5

10. Sponsorships
This is a component that you may be missing. Telephone calls or requests about sponsorship
maybe one of those occurrences where you squirm and say NOT again ….. Wait there may be
more!
We classify sponsorships into categories. Sponsorships can be for a local sports team, a
fundraiser for a local charity or a big charity event where big ticket items can attract a lot of
support and guests.
Find out more about the event:
● How many people are expected to attend?
● What are the TOP prizes that are the drawing card for the event?
● When the guests arrive, is there a dinner service?
● Is there a gift bag that is being provided to each and every guest that is attending the
fundraiser?
That gift bag is a way for you to provide a coupon to the fundraising event with a value ad
(where you buy something and get something free) or a coupon with a straight discount, that
will drive traffic, create interest and get you leads. A great example is; a restaurant runs a “Let
us buy you dinner” $22 off any entrée during your birthday month.

14. OTHERS……
Promotional Products
Pens
Calendars
Automotive Accessories
Sports Ball Caps
Golf shirts / t-shirts, clothing
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Media Mix
Now comes the big question. Which media (or mix of media) reach your target market and
trading zone best?
Always keep your trading zone in mind, regardless of what media representatives tell you; their
goals are NOT your goals. Advertising outside of your trading zone is a waste of your hard
earned money. Use the CPM calculation we’ve shown you to determine the advertising cost
ensuring your money is well spent and that you are advertising where it will produce results.
In conclusion, Reach and Frequency are important, but Frequency, HEADLINE and OFFER
(repeat exposure) is vital to having people take action. It is better to advertise frequently in one
media than occasionally in several. Concentration and repetition make advertising effective.
Keep your message in front of your prospects, to remind them of who you are, what you do and
that you are the answer to their problem or need.

This Advertisement was created in 1958 for McGraw Hill and is widely considered relevant in
today’s advertising market.
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